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MEDITERRANEANTAN™ - SWIFT SERIES TOWER
Overspray shield which vastly reduces overspray and particle deposits in the salon or spa.
Essential to keep the busy salon environment clean and mist free.

ORDER CODE: MTSST
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MEDITERRANEANTAN™ - SWIFT SERIES TOWER
UNIT DESCRIPTION

Mediterranean Tan™ Swift Tower helps clean and filter the air of the salon when spray tanning. The tanning mist and overspray collected in
the air of your spray tanning salon requires ventilation. This means it is important to take precautions to reduce the inhalation of the spray
mist. Clean air filter systems helps clean and filter the air of the salon when spray tanning. This thereby helps to protect the safety and health
of both the customers and the staff.

FEATURES:

-

Easy for operation
Floor mat - easy to clean
Easy Foot Pedal On/Off switch
Modular 2 piece construction to easy assembly
A must have product for all professional spray tanning salons
Minimise messy overspray created while applying the tan.
2 Washable Filters

- 100mm (w) x 63mm (h) x 180mm (d)

WHY PURCHASE A MEDITERRANEAN TAN™ SWIFT TOWER:
Four Fan Power - 2 centrifugal motor in each cabin, so the tower has uniform extraction from head to toe. While over-spray settles and most
of it will be removed by the lower fans, the additional extraction capacity at the top of the unit keeps the air especially clean in the facial area
-- important for your clients maximum comfort and to minimize spray inhalation.
Understated, Contemporary Design - The booth has clean lines, an elegant finish on the side “wings” and a stylish black filtration grill. The
unit has a slim profile but fits especially good in corner configurations.
Three stage WASHABLE filter - Avoid the expensive hidden cost of replacement filters with this washable filter. Replacement filter cost can
quickly turn a reasonable equipment investment into an unsustainable one! Plus, replacement filters for over-spray equipment tend to be
nonstandard size and difficult to source.
Easy Foot Pedal On/Off Switch - You control this unit with convenient no hands operation! The foot petal can be placed just where you want
it with the generous power cord. Just tap the pedal and the system is up and running. Tap again and its off. It doesn’t get simpler than that!
Modular 2 piece construction - The modular two piece construction makes for manageable handling and assembly. The system is held
together by simple latches, knob-ed thumb screws, and a few Phillips head screws. So, a Phillips head screwdriver is the only tool you will need
to assemble the system.
Among the side benefits of modular construction include flexible shipping options and lower shipping cost. The typical over-spray extraction
tower is shipped by freight due to its weight and bulkiness -- at a cost likely in the $300 range. The modular nature of this system allows the
unit to be afford-ably shipped through standard shipping carrier package accounts.
Floor Mat - The large, oversize floor mat is of two layer construction. The flexible vinyl backing is impervious to moisture and will protect your
floors from spray tanning exposure. The upper layer is a deep pile looped synthetic that will allow over-spray to penetrate rather than pool
-- keeping your clients feet clean. When it’s time to clean the mat simply hose it down and the loop construction will quickly release spray tan
residue.
FILTRATION DESCRIPTION

The particulate (intake) filter is a three stage graduated fibre filter with a high ‘dust’ holding capacity with filtration to 5 micron particles.
NB: Spray particulate sizes vary from 10 to 20 microns. The dual process of filtration and then extraction, vastly reduces and/or eliminates
operator exposures to potentially hazardous substances.

SPECIFICATIONS

Power: 200W (50W each motors,4 pieces)
Air flow:2000m3/h
Measurement: 100x63x180cm
Gross weight:35.00kgs
Net weight:32KGS
Noise Level:40dB
Filter:2 x 3 layered and washable filters
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MEDITERRANEANTAN™ - SWIFT SERIES TOWER
1 YEAR GUARANTEE

All Mediterranean Tan™ filtration and extraction systems carry 1 year (*Conditions Apply) guarantee which makes this unit extremely attractive
to mobile therapists and salons where cleanliness and safety is paramount to their customer satisfaction.
*Subject to weekly cleaning of filters and assessment of fans by manufacturer

HOW TO ASSEMBLE

Your Extraction Booth is delivered to you in one box, you will find the following:
•
Extraction Chamberx2
•
Power Leadx2
•
Side Panelsx4
•
Floor Matx1
•
Pedal On/off switchx1

HOW TO ASSEMBLE THE MEDITERRANEAN TAN™ SWIFT SERIES TOWER
Assembly of the Mediterranean Tan™ Swift Series Tower is very easy and will take you no more than 10 minutes to complete
for the first time. Once experienced, the extractor booth can be assembled in less than 5 minute.
Installation Procedure
1. Put the Extraction Chamber 1 (with feet, Fig 1) to the desired location within the treatment room, specifically suited for
corner room location.
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2. Put the Extraction Chamber 2 (without feet, Fig 2) on the top of the Extraction Chamber 1, insert the 2 bolts on the top of
Chamber 1 into the hole on the bottom of Chamber 2. (See Fig 3)

Lock the 3 Locks on 3 sides to fix the two chambers together. (Fig 4)
3. Lay down the floor mat in front of the chamber (see Fig 5)
4. Unscrew all bolts on the face of the two chambers.(see Fig 6)

5. Find the lower-right Side Panel (Fig 7) which fits the right side of the chamber 1, align the 2 pins located on the side of
chamber with the 2 receivers at the rear of the panel and carefully slot together. (Fig 8)
Screw on 4 bolts into the 4 holes. (Fig 9)
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6. Assemble the lower-left side Panel same as the lower right one.
7. Find the Upper-right Side Panel, align the 2 pins located on the side of chamber with the 2 receivers at the real of the panel,
align the pin on the rear of the lower-right panel with the receiver on the rear of the upper-right side panel of (fig 10), then
carefully slot together.
Screw the bolt into the hole of the hinge to solid the two panels. (Fig 11).
Screw on all the 4 bolts into the 4 holes (Fig 12)

8. Assemble the upper-left side Panel same as the upper-right panel.
9. Connect the power cable/connection cable for the two chamber and pedal on/off switch as per (Fig 13 and Fig 14)
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10. The extractor booth is nearly ready for operation. Finally, make any adjustments to the position of the booth within your
treatment room.
11. Insert the plug into your wall socket. Switch on the button, tap the pedal switch, the booth will start extracting throughout
the entire front face of the extraction chambers. Tap again will switch off the extraction.
If you will not use this booth for long time, please switch off the button.
12. You may wish to check this operation by holding a tissue against the front faces of the booth and releasing the tissue. The
extraction chambers will hold the tissue in position.
In order to get the best performance out of the Mediterranean Tan™ Swift Series Tower , it is extremely important that you and
your staff maintain the equipment on a daily and weekly basis. Like any piece of equipment, failure to do so can often lead to
problems in the long term and in some cases, may lead to equipment failure.
FILTER CLEAN OR REPLACEMENT
The air management system is used to extract excess spray away from the client by pulling it through the extraction
chambers. Excess spray is filtered out of the airflow using 3 stages of washable filter located within the extraction chamber.
You will be required to periodically clean or replace the Filter after 100 tans. This is a removable filter located within the
removable front panels of the extraction chambers.
1. Take off all the side panel.
2. Screw off the 2 bolts on two sides (Fig 14)
3. Take off the front cover and take out the inside filter. (Fig 15)
4. Clean it by water (detergent and brush feasible) and then dry it thoroughly.
5. Put the filter in the cabin and then fix the front cover of the chamber.

HOW TO USE

The Mediterranean Tan™ Swift Series Tower can be left on by turning on
the on switch (continuous use) or can be used intermittently by tapping
the pedal switch, the unit will start to work, another tap on the pedal
switch will stop the machine.
Please note: If you don’t use the machine for a long period of time
please disconnect the power.

HOW TO MAINTAIN

In order to maintain your tanning system, simple wipe down procedures
are required at the end of the day with a water-damp cloth and filters
cleaned every 100 tans.

